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ABSTRACT

The idea of this project is from a Kaggle competition “Bike Sharing Demand” which provides dataset of Capital Bikeshare in Washington D.C. and asked to combine historical usage patterns with weather data in order to forecast bike rental demand. This dissertation will extend this work, working with a broader range of project not only just focusing on the phrase of model building but all phases of KDD (Knowledge Discovery in Databases).

This dissertation focuses on Citi Bike which is one of the biggest bike share projects in the world, collects Citi Bike data, weather data and holiday data from three different databases, and integrates the data to a model ready format. Four basic predictive models are built and compared using multiple modelling algorithms, five techniques are used to enhance the accuracy of random forest model, and the final model’s RMSLE (with 10-fold cross validation) decreases from 0.499 to 0.265.

This paper learns many experience from case study of Kaggle Bike Sharing Demand, and seek to build optimize predictive model with smallest error rate. This project generally answers a question of “How many bikes will meet users’ demand in a future certain time”, the future work of this project will be to focus on each docking station’s activity. The realistic meaning of this dissertation is to provide an overview solution for bike rebalance problem, and helps to better manage Citi Bike program.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Overview of Project Area

The idea of this project is from a Kaggle competition “Bike Sharing Demand”. Kaggle is the world's largest community for predictive modelling and analytics competitions®, researchers and companies can put their data and demand on this platform, and data analysts from all over the world compete to solve the problems using their data mining skills. Bike Sharing Demand® provides dataset of Capital Bikeshare in Washington D.C. and asked to combine historical usage patterns with weather data in order to forecast bike rental demand.

This dissertation will extend this work, working with a broader range of project not only just focusing on the phrase of model building but all phases of KDD (Knowledge Discovery in Databases), examine the impact of factors such as weather on bike user activity, and seek to build optimize predictive model with smallest error rate.

Figure 1 KDD process of Kaggle competition and this project

Citi Bike is a privately owned bike-share program in New York which opened to the public in May 2013®, this project chooses Citi Bike program as the study object, not only because it is one of the largest bike share programs in the world®, but also there are many problems and customer complains reported recently.

® https://www.kaggle.com/solutions/competitions
® https://www.kaggle.com/c/bike-sharing-demand
® http://abc7ny.com/archive/9117001/
® https://www.citibikejc.com/
This project will focus on the bike share program’s rebalancing issue, aiming to answer a question: “How many bikes will meet users’ demand in a future certain time.” The aim of this project is to build mathematical models to forecast bike rental demand by combining historical usage patterns with the related information of users, weather, holiday and weekend.

To solve the bike rebalancing issue, this dissertation will finish the first part of the solution which provides an overview of total Citi Bike rental demand. The second part (details in Chapter 5.5) is to explore each docking station’s rental demand. The work need to be taken is only to replace the total Citi Bike historical data with each docking station’s data in the predictive model built by this project.

1.1 Background

Currently, there are over 500 bike-sharing programs around the world (Larsen, 2013) and the number keeps on increasing. More and more people prefer to rent bikes because it is a cheap, convenient, healthy and environment friendly method for short trips (Shaheen, Guzman, & Zhang, 2010). Current bike share systems are automatic rental systems, which are supported by information systems (Raviv & Kolka, 2013). Information systems can automatically record the data about each trip, such as trip time and docking station. By automatic rental systems, users can pick up and give back bikes quickly and easily.

Citi Bike is a privately owned bike-share program in New York, which opened to the public in May 2013 with 6,000 bikes at 330 docking stations in Manhattan and parts of Brooklyn①, this bike-share program will be expanded to over 700 stations and 12,000 bikes by the end of 2017②. Citi Bike is the largest bike share program in the United States and one of the largest in the world③, which took an average of 34,176 users daily in August 2014④, and the number is still increasing. With the number of riders

① http://abc7ny.com/archive/9117001/
③ https://www.citibikejc.com/
grows, there are many problems appeared, one of those most complained is: No place to park.

WNYC News\(^\text{\textregistered}\): (September 29, 2015)
“So many commuters jump on a Citi Bike in the morning that it’s incredibly hard to find an open dock to park one in parts of Manhattan. In the afternoon, the problem reverses: too many workers are heading home, and all the available bikes disappear.”

CBS New York\(^\text{\textregistered}\): (August 24, 2015)
“Just the mismatch between docks and bikes”, “Sometimes these racks are empty; sometimes they’re packed, and that forces me to fend, when I’ve got to ditch a bike or I need to be somewhere fast.”

Abc7NY\(^\text{\textregistered}\): (December 12, 2014)
“And another daily biker says he has trouble finding bikes in some spots, like near the Port Authority, you have to walk up 10 blocks or so.”

Citi Bike’s rebalancing issue is a perennial challenge for all bike-sharing programs. Expanding the docking station and improving the number of bikes is obviously a method to solve the problem, but it is also obviously a costly and inefficient way. Rebalancing bikes, which move bikes from “busy” docking stations to “free” stations to maintain a reasonable distribution across docking stations(Fishman, Washington, & Haworth, 2014), is an effective and efficient method to handle this problem. “Rebalancing is a burgeoning sub-topic within bike share research. (Fishman, 2015)”

Because bike users’ demand is changing with different time and location, and it is also affected by many factors, such as weather, holiday, weekend, traffic. Researchers base on different focus using various methods to examine bike users’ demand (Fishman, 2015), such as “identify a relationship between weather and user activity”, “examined the impact of topography on station activity”. Generally speaking, to rebalance bikes,

\(^\text{\textregistered}\) http://www.wnyc.org/story/citi-bike-deserts/
\(^\text{\textregistered}\) http://newyork.cbslocal.com/2015/08/24/citi-bike-customers-seeing-red-over-broken-bikes/
\(^\text{\textregistered}\) http://abc7ny.com/traffic/new-york-city-bike-share-audit-reveals-problems/433473/
the key challenge is to integrate user preference and historical data by appropriate data mining models to predict users’ demand, and test the accuracy of solutions (Fishman, 2015).

1.2 Research Project

This project examines the impact of factors such as weather on bike user activity, aims to build mathematical models to forecast bike rental demand of the Citi Bike in New York by combining historical usage patterns with the related information of users, weather, holiday and weekend.

This project focuses on the bike share program’s rebalancing issue, aims to answer a question: “How many bikes will meet users’ demand in a future certain time.”

1.3 Research Objectives

This project will collect data from different resources such as Citi bike website, weather API, and then extract, transform and load them for this project. The predictive model built for forecasting bike rental demand is to help Citi Bike managers to better understand their users’ behaviour patterns thereby better manage their systems, especially on bike rebalance issue.

The research objectives of this project are:

- To explore and study the related state-of-the-art approaches in the area of bike sharing programs, bike rebalance and data analytics technologies.
- To review and summarize similar projects to learn their evidence of model building and evaluation methods.
- To collect data from different resources and ETL the datasets.
- To explore and visualize the dataset to find out data quality issues and interesting patterns between variables.
- To build predictive models using multiple methods such as decision tree, random forest, and select one model with best performance for further enhancing.
- To enhancing the selected model by multiple techniques.
- To evaluate successful and failed evidence during model building and enhancing.
- To find out future work could be potentially improve this project.
1.4 Research Methodologies

In order to accomplish the research aim of this project will use both second research and empirical research to forecast bike rental demand.

A literature review is conducted in the field of bike sharing programs and a similar project: Kaggle Bike Sharing Demand, evidences will be summarized by case studies. Based on case studies, a review of appropriate predictive modelling algorithms and evaluation methods is conducted for data mining process.

Multiple tools such as Java, MySQL, Excel, Impala are used for data collection and ETL process. R is used for data exploration to find the quality issues and interesting patterns of the dataset. Regression, decision tree, neural network and random forest models will be built to predict the rental demand, and model enhancing techniques such as feature selection and target variable log transformation is used to improve model’s accuracy. Model’s accuracy is measured by RMSLE and across evaluated by ten folders.

KDD (Knowledge Discovery in Databases) is the whole process that discover knowledge from data, which provides a standard process for empirical research of this project (Fayyad, Piatetsky-Shapiro, & Smyth, 1996). KDD process contains five core steps: data selection, pre-processing, transformation, data mining and Evaluation (Fayyad et al., 1996). Data mining is only an essential step of KDD, and the whole KDD process of this project is design below:

![Figure 2 Project design based on KDD process](image)
1.5 Scope and Limitations

This project is based on the whole users’ rental demand of Citi Bike, and seeks to build optimize predictive model with smallest error rate, by combining historical usage patterns with the related information of users, weather, holiday and weekend. It does not include details on each customer’s usage pattern, or each docking station’s activity.

Besides the historical data of Citi Bike, the data collected in this project only includes weather data and holiday data, other factors (such as traffic, government policy, pollution and so on) are not included.

This project investigates similar project case studies, and selects four modelling algorithms of regression, neural network, decision tree and random forest, and all the model enhancing techniques are based on random forest model.

The predictive models of this project are built based on the data collected whilst writing this paper, there is a time limit of the use of models for three or four months, the model should be updated time by time with adding new data.

1.6 Document Outline

This dissertation is organized in the following sections:

Chapter 2 begins by an overview of bike sharing programs and a similar project: Kaggle Bike Sharing Demand, by summarizing Kaggle competitors’ model building methods and evaluation methods to find out some useful experience for this project. Then this chapter provides a literature review of modelling algorithms such as decision tree, linear regression and neural network, then focus on an ensemble machine learning algorithm: random forest. Model evaluation and selection methods are also discussed in this chapter.

Chapter 3 firstly presents how to collect the dataset for this project, CSV and JASON format data from three different resources are processed by a series of tools such as Mysql and Java, Hadoop Impala is also used to process the big size data. This chapter then explores and visualizes the dataset to find out data quality issues and some
interesting patterns. The design of model building and evaluation methodology is also discussed in this chapter.

Chapter 4 compares the accuracy of 4 basic models built by four different methods, and then focus on random forest model, details the five methods to enhancing the accurate of RF models.

Chapter 5 reviews the whole project, summarizes the contributions of this project and limitation of modelling building and evaluation methods, future experiments are recommended.
2. STATE-OF-THE-ART

2.1 Introduction

This chapter will review research literature in the field of bike sharing programs and a similar project: Kaggle Bike Sharing Demand. Some case studies will be discussed with focus on the key methodologies of predictive model building and model evaluation, by summarizing these cases, the techniques of predictive model building and evaluation would potentially be implemented in an experiment in this project.

This chapter will also provide a literature review of modelling algorithms such as decision tree, linear regression and neural network, especially, focus on random forest which is an ensemble machine learning algorithm. In addition, model evaluation and selection methods will be discussed in this chapter also.

2.2 Bike Share Program

Until now, there is more than 50 years since the first bike share program was launched in Holland in 1965 (Shaheen, Zhang, Martin, & Guzman, 2011). Contemporary bike share programs refer to the provision of bicycles to enable short-term rental from one docking station to another (Fishman, Washington, & Haworth, 2013). By renting a bike, people can reach a short destination easily. Currently, there are over 500 bike-sharing programs around the world, urban transport advisor Peter Midgley notes that "bike sharing has experienced the fastest growth of any mode of transport in the history of the planet. (Larsen, 2013)" Figure below shows the growing of total number of bike share cities and systems from 1998 to 2013.

![Figure 3 Growth in bike share cities (1998 - 2013) (Fishman et al., 2013)](image-url)
Some researchers have categorized the evolution of bike share systems into four “generations” (Parkes, Marsden, Shaheen, & Cohen, 2013). The first generation is the White Bikes program in Amsterdam launched in 1965, which characterized by no payment or security functions (Fishman et al., 2013). Compared with the first generation, the second generation added a coin deposit “system” which was similar to trolleys at a supermarket. The first two generation’s common problem is security. The third generation of bike share systems are characterized by dedicated docking stations (in which bicycles are picked up and returned), as well as automated credit card payment and other technologies to allow the tracking of the bicycles (Shaheen, Cohen, & Martin, 2013). The features of fourth-generation systems are not quite so clear, but are said to potentially include dock-less systems, easier installation, power assistance and transit smartcard integration (Parkes et al., 2013).

Current bike share systems are mostly the third generation which are supported by information systems, which collect data about the state of the system (i.e., the number of bicycles and lockers available at each station), this information is accessible online via the World Wide Web and in data kiosks at the stations (Raviv & Kolka, 2013, p.-). Based on these data, data mining technologies can help people to better understand activity patterns of bike share system and help to make further decision to manage the system. Patrick Vogel et al. (Vogel, Greiser, & Mattfeld, 2011) hypothesized that bike activity and demanding customers depend on the stations’ locations, with the help of Geo BI, exploratory and cluster analysis of ride data reveal spatio-temporal dependencies of pickup and return activity patterns at bike stations, which supported their stated hypothesis. Pierre Borgnat et al. (Borgnat et al., 2011) studied the Lyon’s shared bicycle program data using data mining technics such as time series, PCA analysis, clustering analysis to exhibit some features of the system and to answer some economical questions linked to such a community system such as the main flows between different parts of the city.

2.3 Similar Project: Kaggle Bike Sharing Demand

Kaggle is the world’s largest community for predictive modelling and analytics competitions, researchers and companies can put their data and demand on this

① https://www.kaggle.com/solutions/competitions
platform, and data analysts from all over the world compete to solve the problems using their data mining skills. And data miners will know how well their solution is by the ranking of all the competitors. Bike Sharing Demand is a competition in Kaggle which provide dataset of Capital Bikeshare in Washington D.C. and asked to combine historical usage patterns with weather data in order to forecast bike rental demand. By the end date of this competition, 3252 teams from all over the world provided their solutions.

Yin et al. and Lee et al. chose this competition as their final project of Machine Learning module in Stanford University in 2014. Yin et al. tried four methods to build predictive models and focused on optimize model with smallest RMSLE (Root Mean Squared Logarithmic Error). Compared with Ridge Regression, Support Vector Regression and Gradient Boosted Tree, Random Forest method is found the best “in terms of both prediction accuracy and training time”, which the performance RMSLE by 10-fold cross-validation is 0.31. Before the built predictive models, they digitalized some features, for example variable Season (1=spring, 2=summer, 3=autumn, 4=winter), they split Season to four new variables $x_{\text{spring}}$, $x_{\text{spring}}$, $x_{\text{spring}}$, and $x_{\text{spring}}$ with Boolean type. And they transformed the feature “hour” into $\cos(2\pi/24*\text{hour})$ and $\sin(2\pi/24*\text{hour})$.

Du et al. tried more methods which are Basic Linear Regression, Generalized Linear Models with Elastic Net Regularization, Generalized Boosted Model, Principal Component Regression, Support Vector Regression, Random Forest and Conditional Inference Trees, and they found Random Forest and Conditional Inference Trees are the best with smallest RMSLE: 0.50 and 0.46. Compare with Yin’s team, Du et al.’s solution get bigger RMSLE. They also did data preprocessing: besides converting categorical variables into binary variable, they add some more features such as peak

---

1. https://www.kaggle.com/c/bike-sharing-demand
hour and day of the week. And they remove some features such as “temp” and “holiday”.

Lee et al.⁷ tried four methods to build predictive models, which are Neural Network, Poisson Regression, Markov Model and Mean Value Benchmark. Neural Network was found out the best method with RMSLE 0.49. Compared with Yin’ group and Du’s group the error is relative bigger.

Patil et al.⁸ focused on using R code to build predictive models by Random Forest method. Their RMSLE is about 0.49 which is not as good as Yin et al., but the data exploration part is good. Patil et al. using R to visualize the dataset, try to find the relationship between the count of rental bike and other variables such as weather and holiday.

![Figure 4 Visualization of Capital Bikeshare®](http://ijiset.com/vol2/v2s4/IJISET_V2_I4_195.pdf)

Jing et al.(2015) focused on how other features affect target variable count. The conclusion is variable “atemp” (temperature people feels) is the most important variable. The graphs clearly describe the relationship of variable count, temperature and humidity.

Sunil Ray⁹ got in top 5 percentile of participants in this Kaggle competition and he shared his solutions in web¹⁰. He used R to build Random Forest model and got score

---


⁸ Figure from URL: http://ijiset.com/vol2/v2s4/IJISET_V2_I4_195.pdf

⁷ Sunil Ray: a business analytics and Intelligence professional URL: http://www.analyticsvidhya.com/blog/author/sunil-ray/
0.38675 on Kaggle leader board. He hypothesis some variables such as “hour”, “day”, “rain” are significant affect the target variable “cnt” and using visualization method to prove his hypothesis are true. He also hypothesis traffic and pollution are also significant variables but cannot test that because no related variables in the given dataset. Based on his hypothesis and decision tree models, some new variables are added into dataset to improve the prediction power of model. By analysing Ray’s code, there are three methods to improving his model: (1) Adding some new independent variables. (2) Using random forest model to predict 0 value of variable wind speed. (3) Log transformation of the target variable. All the three methods will be tested in this project, to find out whether it also works in this task.

Wayne Liu also shared his solution to web, the method he used are Regression and Generalized Boosted Models. His score in Kaggle leader board is 1.38378, which is not as good as Sunil Ray. But his data exploration and visualization is as good as Patil et al.

**Table 1 Summary of similar projects in Kaggle competition**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Focus</th>
<th>Modeling Methodology</th>
<th>Evaluation Methodology</th>
<th>Conclusion</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yin et al.</td>
<td>Optimize predictive model with smallest RMSLE</td>
<td>(1) Ridge Regression (2) Support Vector Regression (3) Random Forest (4) Gradient Boosted Tree</td>
<td>RMSLE by 10-fold cross-validation</td>
<td>Random Forest is found to perform the best which is 0.31.</td>
<td>Good RMSLE Data Preprocessing: (1) Digitization (2) Periodic Function</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Du et al.</td>
<td>Optimize predictive model with smallest RMSLE</td>
<td>(1) Basic Linear Regression (2) Generalized Linear Models with Elastic Net Regularization (3) Generalized Boosted Models (4) Principal Component Regression (5) Support Vector Regression (6) Random Forest (7) Conditional Inference Trees</td>
<td>RMSLE by 10-fold cross-validation</td>
<td>Two of the Tree based models is found to perform the best: CTree: 0.46 Random Forest: 0.50</td>
<td>Relative big RMSLE compared with Yin et al. group. Data Preprocessing: (1) Digitization (2) Add some features (3) Remove some feature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lee et al.</td>
<td>Optimize predictive model with smallest RMSLE</td>
<td>(1) Neural Network (2) Poisson Regression (3) Markov Model (4) Mean Value Benchmark</td>
<td>RMSLE</td>
<td>Neural Network is found to perform the best which is 0.49. (// Not building random forest model)</td>
<td>Relative big RMSLE compared with Yin et al. group.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patil et al.</td>
<td>Using R code to build predictive models using Random Forest</td>
<td>(1) Random Forest (2) Enhancing RM model using TuneRF (3) Conditional Inference Trees (4) Generalized Boosted Trees</td>
<td>RMSLE</td>
<td>Random Forest with TuneRF performance is 0.49</td>
<td>Relative big RMSLE compared with Yin. Good data exploration</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

\(^{①}\) [http://www.analyticsvidhya.com/blog/2015/06/solution-kaggle-competition-bike-sharing-demand/]

\(^{②}\) [http://beyondvalence.blogspot.ie/2014/06/predicting-capital-bikeshare-demand-in.html]
Models

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Authors</th>
<th>Methodology</th>
<th>Algorithms</th>
<th>P values</th>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Good visualization: 3D graphs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jing et al.</td>
<td>What factors affect the bike sharing system operation</td>
<td>(1) Multiple linear regression</td>
<td>P values</td>
<td>Variable atmep(temperature people feels) is the most important variable</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(2) Poisson and Topology method</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Good visualization: 3D graphs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ray</td>
<td>Using R code to build predictive models using Random Forest</td>
<td>(1) Random Forest</td>
<td>RMSLE</td>
<td>Random forest model with RMSLE 0.38675 on Kaggle leader board top 5%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Good Score</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Three methods to improve model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Using data visualization and Decision Tree to help create new variables</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wayne Liu</td>
<td>Using R code to build predictive models using Regression and Generalized</td>
<td>(1) Regression</td>
<td>RMSLE</td>
<td>Score 1.38378 on Kaggle leader board (Error rate too high)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Boosted Models</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Not as good as Ray</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Good data exploration</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.4 Modelling Algorithms

2.4.1 Linear Regression

Regression is one of the most wildly used models for data mining (Seber & Lee, 2012). Linear regression assumes the target variable \( y \) on features \( x_1, x_2, x_3 \ldots x_k \) is linear. Linear regression tries to find the “best” line to fit the distribution of target variable with other variables, this line is the model used to predict the target variable (Han, Kamber, & Pei, 2011). For example of a simple linear regression, there are two variable \( x \) and \( y \), there relationship can be described by a line \( y = ax + b \). Using this line, \( y \) can be predicted by a given value of \( x \). In this model, \( y \) is called a response variable or dependent variable, and \( x \) is called a predictor variable or independent variable (Han et al., 2011).
Figure 5 A simple linear regression example

But there are many lines can fit the distribution, to find out how good a line fit, residuals should be explored. For an observation \((x_1, y_1)\), using line \(y = ax + b\) can predict response \(A'(x_1, ax_1 + b)\), the difference between \(A\) and \(A'\) is called a residual which is equal to \(y_1 - (ax_1 + b)\) (Montgomery, Peck, & Vining, 2012). The Residual Sum of Squares (RSS) is defined as:

\[
\text{RSS} = (y_1 - ax_1 - b)^2 + (y_2 - ax_2 - b)^2 + \ldots + (y_n - ax_n - b)^2
\]

Figure 6 A residual example

Least RSS indicates most accurate model. The least squares approach chooses \(a\) and \(b\) to minimize the RSS (Montgomery et al., 2012):

\[
a = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n} (x_i - \bar{x})(y_i - \bar{y})}{\sum_{i=1}^{n} (x_i - \bar{x})^2} \\
b = \bar{y} - a\bar{x}
\]

Where \(\bar{x} = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} x_i\) and \(\bar{y} = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} y_i\). \(\bar{x}\) and \(\bar{y}\) are the mean of all the observations.

In multiple linear regression, there are \(k\) independent variables (Tranmer & Elliot, 2008):
\[ y = a_1 x_1 + a_2 x_2 + a_3 x_3 + \ldots + a_k x_k + b \]

Where \( a_1 \) to \( a_k \) are the coefficients relating the \( k \) independent variables to the variables of interest, \( b \) is an constant value. Simple linear regression is a special case of multiple linear regression which \( k \) equals to 1.

2.4.2 Neural Network

Neural network is a popular model which get more and more attention by researchers in recent years (Rojas, 2013). A neural network is “an interconnected assembly of simple processing elements, whose functionality is loosely based on the animal neuron, the processing ability of the network is stored in the inter-unit connection strengths, or weights, obtained by a process of adaptation to, or learning from, a set of training patterns. (Gurney, 1997)” Processing elements are unites or nodes in network, and interconnects are the directed links which connect the processing elements (Bavarian, 1988).

Figure 7 An abstract neuron (Rojas, 2013)

An abstract neuron has \( n \) inputs, each input channel \( t \) can transmit an incoming information \( x_t \), \( w_t \) is corresponding weight of channel \( t \), \( f \) is the primitive function, “the transmitted information is integrated at the neuron and the primitive function is then evaluated (Rojas, 2013)”.

Figure 8 Functional model of an artificial neural network (Rojas, 2013)

Neural network combines \( n \) primitive functions. In this example there are 4 primitive functions: \( f_1, f_2, f_3, f_4 \), the network function \( \Phi \) is evaluated at the point \( (x, y, z) \) and
produced by combining functions of $f_1$, $f_2$, $f_3$ and $f_4$ (Rojas, 2013), “different selections of the weights $\alpha_1$, $\alpha_2$, . . . , $\alpha_5$ make different network functions (Rojas, 2013).”

A multilayer feed-forward neural network contains three kinds layers: input layer, hidden layer and output layer (Han et al., 2011), all the layers are made by neurons. The inputs to the network correspond to the attributes measured for each training tuple, pass through the input layer, then they are weighted and fed simultaneously to hidden layers, the output of last hidden layer is the weighted input of output layer which emits the network's prediction for given tuples (Han et al., 2011). “Given enough hidden units and enough training samples, multilayer feed-forward neural networks can closely approximate any function. (Han et al., 2011)”

2.4.3 Decision Tree

Decision Tree is a popular classification algorithm which is widely used in many areas (Abdelhalim & Traore, 2009) such as business (Sohn & Moon, 2004) (Duncan, 1980) and medical (Gambhir, Hoh, Phelps, Madar, & Maddahi, 1996) (Fan, Chang, Lin, & Hsieh, 2011). Because it is simulate human’s decision making process (Han et al., 2011), it is easy to understand. For example, this decision tree helps a student to make a decision to rent a bike or drive a car to go to university in a morning: If it is raining he will drive a car. If not raining he will look at what time he will leave home, if it is after 8:00 he will drive a car.

Figure 9 Example of decision tree
In this sample, there are two base hypothesis $g_t(x)$ “by car” and “by bike” which are the leaf at the end of path. “weather” and “time” are the condition $b_t(x)$ which is the branching criteria. A decision tree algorithm\(^\text{①}\) can be described as below:

**Table 2 Algorithm of decision tree**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Step</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>01:</td>
<td>function DecisionTree(data D) // recursive function</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>02:</td>
<td>if termination criteria met</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>03:</td>
<td>return base hypothesis $g_t(x)$ // $g_t(x)$: leaf at end of path t</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>04:</td>
<td>else</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>05:</td>
<td>learn branching criteria $b(x)$ // $b(x)$: branching criteria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>06:</td>
<td>split D to C parts $D_c$ by $b(x)=c$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>07:</td>
<td>build sub-tree $G_c \leftarrow \text{DecisionTree}(D_c)$ // $G_c(x)$: sub-tree hypothesis at the c-th branch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>08:</td>
<td>return $G(x) = \sum_{c=1}^{C}[b(x) = c] G_c(x)$ // $G(x)$: full-tree hypothesis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>09:</td>
<td>end function</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

But how to split dataset $D$ into smaller branches $D_c$ best? For example, there is a small training dataset collected by a retail company, the dataset records some information of their customers and whether they have responded to promotions the company has run. This company want to know what kind of new customers will respond to promotional mailings\(^\text{②}\).

---

\(^\text{①}\) Algorithm from Coursera: Machine Learning Technology by professor Hsuan-Tien Lin in National Taiwan University. URL: https://class.coursera.org/ntumltwo-001/lecture/77

\(^\text{②}\) Example from DIT exam paper of machine learning in 2012-2013, URL: http://www.dit.ie/library/a-z/exampapers/
To answer this question, there are two key tasks should to be considered: The first one is to determine which attribute is most useful for discriminating: income, age, newspaper or health foods. The second one is to determine how to split the dataset to branches. Information Gain describes how important a given feature is in training dataset (Quinlan, 1986), and higher Information Gain is, the more information the feature contains, which means the feature is more important (Han et al., 2011).

Information Gain = Entropy (parent) – Average Entropy (children)

Entropy is a method to measure the impurity of each partition after split (Han et al., 2011).

\[
\text{Entropy} = - \sum_{i=1}^{n} p_i \log_2(p_i)
\]

Where \(p_i\) is the probability of class \(i\). Take the retail company dataset for example, the importance of feature Newspaper can be measured as below:

\[
\text{Entropy (parent)} = - \left( \frac{5}{14} \log_2 \frac{5}{14} \right) - \left( \frac{9}{14} \log_2 \frac{9}{14} \right) = 0.94 \text{ (bits)}
\]

Average Entropy (children)

\[
\text{Average Entropy (children)} = p_1 \times \text{Entropy (children } D_1) + p_2 \times \text{Entropy (children } D_2)
\]

\[
= \frac{7}{14} \left( -\frac{1}{7} \log_2 \frac{1}{7} - \frac{6}{7} \log_2 \frac{6}{7} \right) + \frac{7}{14} \left( -\frac{4}{7} \log_2 \frac{4}{7} - \frac{3}{7} \log_2 \frac{3}{7} \right)
\]

Figure 10 Example of a training dataset

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Income</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Newspaper</th>
<th>Health Foods</th>
<th>Respond</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C-01</td>
<td>&lt;40</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>low</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C-02</td>
<td>&lt;40</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>high</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C-03</td>
<td>40-60</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>low</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C-04</td>
<td>&gt;60</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>low</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C-05</td>
<td>&gt;60</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>low</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C-06</td>
<td>&gt;60</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>high</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C-07</td>
<td>40-60</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>high</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C-08</td>
<td>&lt;40</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>low</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C-09</td>
<td>&lt;40</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>high</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C-10</td>
<td>&gt;60</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>low</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C-11</td>
<td>&lt;40</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>high</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C-12</td>
<td>40-60</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>high</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C-13</td>
<td>40-60</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>low</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C-14</td>
<td>&gt;60</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>high</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(1) Figure from DIT exam paper of machine learning in 2012-2013, URL: http://www.dit.ie/library/a-z/exampapers/
So the Information Gain of the feature Newspaper at the root node of the tree is 0.15 bits. It is also calculated that Information Gain of Income is 0.247 bits, which means feature Income contains more information than feature Newspaper. By this way, each feature’s importance can be measured.

For an feature that is continuous-valued such as Age, it should be find out the “best” split-point where the split-point is a threshold (Han et al., 2011). In this case, when sorted Age in advance, there are two threshold which are between age 58, 66 and age 81, 84. So this dataset can by split to two groups by age: \{62 \leq \text{age} \leq 82\} and \{\text{age} < 62 \text{ or } \text{age} > 82\}. Beside Information Gain, Gain Ratio and Gini Index are also popular methods used in feature selection process when building a decision tree model (Han et al., 2011).

“The Information Gain measures prefers to select attributes having a large number of values (Karegowda, Manjunath, & Jayaram, 2010)”, which means it tend to make more classification. For example, using feature ID to split the training dataset, it will tend to split a very big splits by each ID value, the Information Gain is really good, but it is obvious useless. Gain Ratio attempts to overcome this bias. The gain ratio is defined as (Karegowda et al., 2010):

\[
\text{Gain Ratio} = \frac{\text{Information Gain}}{\text{SplitInfo(D)}}
\]

\[
\text{SplitInfo(D)} = -\sum_{i=1}^{n} (|s_i| / |s|) \log_2 ((|s_i| / |s|))
\]

“The attribute with the maximum gain ratio is selected as the splitting attribute. (Han et al., 2011)” The Gini Index is used in C\&RT which is introduced in chapter 2.4.2 modelling algorithm of Random Forest.

Fully grown tree (unpruned decision tree) may “reflect anomalies in the training data due to noise or outliers (Han et al., 2011)”, Tree pruning can “cut” the least-reliable branches, not only make the tree smaller, faster, but also more accurate. Tree pruning is a method to handle over-fitting problem. In summary, decision tree is a popular
modelling algorithm which is easy to assimilate by people. It is relative effective and accurate, but “successful use may depend on the data at hand (Han et al., 2011)”.

2.4.4 Random Forest

Random forest is a well-known machine learning technique which combine both “bagging” and un-pruned C&RT (Aung & Hla, 2009).

- Bootstrap & Bagging

Bootstrap is a statistical method for accessing accuracy (Efron & Tibshirani, 1994). A bootstrap sample is created by sampling a given dataset uniformly with replacement (Kohavi & others, 1995). Because bootstrap is sample with replacement, each tuple in bootstrap sample has same possibility with other tuples to be sampled again (Han et al., 2011).

Bagging is also called Bootstrap aggregating which is a machine learning method to increasing stability and accuracy by generating multiple versions of a predictor in classification and regression (Yao, Zhao, Liu, & Cai, 2014). Bagging use bootstrap method to re-sample the dataset D to “simulated” sub-dataset D_i time by time, after k times bootstrapping, there will be k sub-training sets. Because Bagging is a repeatedly replacement sampling process, some of the original tuples of D may be sampled several times, while some tuples may not be included in any sample D_i. The probability of any tuple which is not chosen after k bootstrapping samples is \((1 - \frac{1}{k})^k \approx e^{-1} \approx 0.368\) (Kohavi & others, 1995).

- C&RT

A basic C&RT (Classification and Regression Tree) is a fully grown (unpruned) binary tree which only split to two branch at each node(Chen, Hsu, Chiu, & Rau, 2011).

- Gini index
In classification, Gini index (Breiman, Friedman, Stone, & Olshen, 1984) is used to choose the important attribute to split each node of the tree best, the algorithm(Aung & Hla, 2009) of Gini index is described as below:

\[
Gini(\text{attr}) = 1 - \sum [B_i]^2
\]

\[
Gini_{\text{split}} = \sum_{\text{attr}=1}^{m_{\text{try}}} \frac{n_{\text{attr}}}{N} Gini(\text{attr})
\]

In which \(B_i\) is the relative frequency of the attribute (\text{attr}) at class \(i\), \(m_{\text{try}}\) is number of attributes, \(n_{\text{attr}}\) is the number of randomly selected training records, \(N\) is the total number of training records of dataset D. Gini index measures the impurity of each split, so best split is based on the minimum of \(Gini_{\text{split}}\). In regression, minimum regression error is for best splitting(Svetnik et al., 2003).

- Algorithm of random forest

Random forest using bagging to draw \(T_{\text{trees}}\) samples with replacement from original dataset D, for each sample \(D_t\), grow an unpruned (maximum depth) classification or regression tree using best split method. “This method is not choosing the best split among all predictors, but randomly sample \(m_{\text{try}}\) of predictors and choose the best split from among those variables. (Liaw & Wiener, 2002)” Each \(m_{\text{try}}\) is measured by Gini index (in classification) or regression error (in regression), smallest Gini index (or regression error) indicates the best split method. The table below describes the algorithm of random forest (Joelsson, Benediktsson, & Sveinsson, 2005).

Table 4 Algorithm of random forest

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm(^a) : Basic Random Forest</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>01: function RandomForest(D)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>02:      for (t = 1,2,3,\ldots,T)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>03:      request size (N') data (D_t) by bootstrapping with (D)  // Select a (N') size bootstrap sample</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>04:      obtain tree (g_t) by (\text{DTree}(D_t)) (D_t) from dataset (D)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>05:      return (G = \text{Uniform}([g_t])) (\text{bootstrap})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>06:      end function</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>07:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>08: function (\text{DTree}(D))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>09:      if termination return base (g_t)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:      else learn (b(x)) and split (D) to (D_c) by (b(x)) (\text{using recursive to build sub-tree})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:      build (D_c \leftarrow \text{DTree}(D_c)) (b(x)) means at each node randomly</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\) Algorithm from Coursera: Machine Learning Technology by professor Hsuan-Tien Lin in National Taiwan University. URL: https://class.coursera.org/ntumltwo-001/lecture/83
12: return $G(x) = \sum_{c=1}^{C} [b(x) = c] G_c(x)$
13: end function

- OOB

Because bagging process is randomly sample with replacement, it is possible that some of the original tuples of $D$ may not be include in any sample $D_i$, these tuples are called out-of-bagging (OOB) (Breiman, 2001). The possibility of OOB (after N times’ drawings of N tuples) is $\frac{1}{e} N$, which means about 36.8% original dataset would be OOB (Liaw & Wiener, 2002).

![Figure 12 Description of OOB](image)

Because OOB is not selected to training to obtain sub-tree $g_i$ (which is fully grow tree by sample data $D_i$) it can be used to validation $g_i$. Take $(x_n, y_n)$ tuple for example, it can be used as $g_2, g_3, ..., g_T$’s validation, but not for $g_1$. OOB can be used to describe validation dataset $D$ (besides $D_1$ of all dataset $D$): $D_{n}^-(x) = \text{average} \left( g_2, g_3, ..., g_T \right)$.

OOB error of all the dataset D is defined as below:

$$E_{\text{OOB}}(D) = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{n=1}^{N} \text{err} \left( y_n, D_{n}^-(x_n) \right)$$

OOB error can be used for random forest self-validation, and no need to cut the dataset to training part and validation part. “Our experience has been that the OOB estimate of error rate is quite accurate, given that enough trees have been grown. (Bylander, 2002) (Liaw & Wiener, 2002)”

- Importance of feature

---

Footnotes:

* Figure from Coursera: Machine Learning Technology by professor Hsuan-Tien Lin in National Taiwan University. URL: https://class.coursera.org/ntumltwo-001/lecture/85

† Figure from Coursera: Machine Learning Technology by professor Hsuan-Tien Lin in National Taiwan University. URL: https://class.coursera.org/ntumltwo-001/lecture/85
In some dataset contains redundant features, which means these features provide same information or related information, such as date of birth and age, woman and female. Some features are irrelevant features which provide useless information, such as weather related variables for tax fraud prediction. So feature selection is useful and important. To test how important a feature is, random forest using permutation test to select features.

\[
\text{importance}(f_i) = \text{performance}(D) - \text{performance}(D_p) = E_{oob}(D) - E_{oob}^{(p)}(D) \]

Where \( E_{oob}^{(p)}(D) \) comes from replacing each request of \( x_{n,i} \) by a permuted OOB value.

Random forest is an effective predictive method and at the same time, it is not as easy as decision tree to over-fitting because of the Law of Large Numbers (Breiman, 2001). The case studies of similar project in Kaggle show that four of seven cases’ conclusions are random forest model perform relative best (see chapter 2.3).

### 2.5 Model Evaluation and Selection

#### 2.5.1 Data Split

In data mining, source dataset is split to two or three sub-set for different use. The training set is used to build the predictive models, the testing set is unseen data when building models, which is used to evaluate the models performance\(^{\circ}\). In some cases e.g. (Schüldt, Laptev, & Caputo, 2004) source dataset is split to three dataset, training set, testing set and validation set. Validation set is used to review the model (which is built by training set) and select the best performance, for example, to minimize over-fitting. Test set is to estimate the accuracy of the selected approach, to test the final solution in order to confirm the actual predictive power of the network.

#### 2.5.2 K-fold Cross Validation

K-fold cross validation is a wildly used machine learning validation method for accuracy assessment (Alippi & Roveri, 2010). In k-fold cross validation, dataset D will

---

\(^{\circ}\) Algorithm from Coursera: Machine Learning Technology by professor Hsuan-Tien Lin in National Taiwan University. URL: https://class.coursera.org/ntumltwo-001/lecture/87

\(^{\circ}\) https://webdocs.cs.ualberta.ca/~zaiane/courses/cmput690/notes/Chapter1/
be split into k equal size “folds” D_t randomly (Kohavi & others, 1995), and repeated k times (Alippi & Roveri, 2010, p. -). For example, in 10-fold cross validation, 1500 records dataset will be split to ten 150 records folds randomly, and this process will be repeated for 10 times. At each time, D_t will be split to two groups: one group D_j contains k-1 folds and one group D_i contains the rest fold (Rodriguez, Perez, & Lozano, 2010). D_j is used as training group and D_i is used to validate the accuracy of models, each time will get an error by train D_j, the total process will get k estimate errors. Finally, the k-fold cross validation error is the average of the k errors (Alippi & Roveri, 2010).

2.5.3 RMSLE
The Root Mean Squared Logarithmic Error (RMSLE) is to compare the predictive value with the true value (cnt value in this project), and is “calculated as the square root of the squared bias plus squared standard error” (Mickey & Greenland, 1989):

$$\text{RMSLE} = \sqrt{\frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} (\log(a_i + 1) - \log(b_i + 1))^2}$$

Where n is the total number of observations in the testing dataset, a_i is predicted rental bike number, and b_i is the actual number. RMSLE is a method to measure the error rate, so smaller RMSLE value indicates more accurate model.

This project chooses this method because it is used by Kaggle competition\(^1\)\(^2\), all the solutions provided by data miners from all over the world is evaluated and ranked by RMSLE score, so it allows this project’s results to compare with them.

2.6 Conclusion
This chapter has summarized 7 case studies of similar project in Kaggle, found out the neural network, decision tree and random forest which are the best performance models in their studies. In addition, all of the predictive cases use RMSLE (Root Mean Squared Logarithmic Error) as their evaluation method.

\(^1\) https://www.kaggle.com/c/bike-sharing-demand
Various models have been discussed including decision tree, linear regression, neural network and random forest. Random forest, which is an ensemble machine learning algorithms both combined decision tree and bagging, is found an effective method and it have more advantages compared with the other three.
3. DESIGN / METHODOLOGY

3.1 Introduction

This chapter will present the details of how to collect and process the dataset. Three resources will provide different format of Citi bike data, weather data and holiday data respectively, a series of tools such as Mysql and Java will be used to extract, transform and loading the data. Especially, Hadoop Impala is also used to process the big size data.

Then this chapter will summarize and fix data quality issues of this dataset. Relationship of variables and some interesting patterns will be explored and visualized using R Studio. The design of model building and evaluation methodology will be also discussed in this chapter.

3.2 Data Preparation

The aim of this project is to predict bike sharing demand by combining historical usage patterns with weather data, users’ information, and holiday data. In another word, this project tries to answer a question: How many bikes will be rented at a particular time based on specific condition such as weather, user patterns, and holiday? Before answer this question. It is important to consider what factors will affect people’s behaviours to rent a bike. For example: How many bikes were rented in a certain time? Who rented the bikes? What was the weather like? What was the temperature? Was that a working day? Was that a holiday? Based on these factors, the dataset of this project need to contain four main information: (1) Time and rented bike number; (2) User information; (3) Weather information; (4) Holiday information.

There are three data source for this project: (1) Citi Bike website1 provides New York City's bike sharing system data which contains rented bike information and user information from July 2013 to September 2015. (2) Weather Underground Website2

---

1 https://www.citibikenyc.com/system-data
2 http://www.wunderground.com
provides New York historical weather information such as humid, temperature, rain, snow. (3) “OfficeHolidays” website\(^\circ\) provides holiday information of New York. And “Timeanddate” website\(^\circ\) provides weekend information of USA.

Because the Citi Bike program began to operate in mid-2013, and the dataset’s duration is from July 2013 to September 2015, this project will use the datasets of 2014 and 2015 to build the predictive models. Figure 3.1 shows the overview of three datasets preparation process, the detail of each dataset extracting and processing will be discussed one by one.

![3.1 Overview of data preparation process](image)

**Figure 13 Overview of data preparation process**

### 3.2.1 New York Citi Bike Dataset

The Citi Bike website\(^\circ\) provides CSV (comma-separated values) files of Citi Bike trip histories. The source dataset contains 15 variables including 4 key variables: “starttime”, “usertype”, “birth year” and “gender” which are related to the first two main information of this project: (1) Time and rented bike number; (2) User information. Table 3.1 shows the details of this dataset:

---


\(^\circ\) [http://www.timeanddate.com/calendar/?country=1&year=2014](http://www.timeanddate.com/calendar/?country=1&year=2014)

\(^\circ\) [https://www.citibikenyc.com/system-data](https://www.citibikenyc.com/system-data)
Table 5 Description of Citi Bike dataset

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field Name</th>
<th>Data Type</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>tripduration</td>
<td>Numeric</td>
<td>Trip duration (by seconds)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>starttime</td>
<td>Date</td>
<td>Start time and date eg. 1/1/2014 01:06:20</td>
<td>(1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>stoptime</td>
<td>Date</td>
<td>Stop time and date</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>start station id</td>
<td>Numeric</td>
<td>Start station ID</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>start station name</td>
<td>Character</td>
<td>Start station name</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>start station latitude</td>
<td>Numeric</td>
<td>Start station latitude</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>start station longitude</td>
<td>Numeric</td>
<td>Start station longitude</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>end station id</td>
<td>Numeric</td>
<td>End station ID</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>end station name</td>
<td>Character</td>
<td>End station name</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>end station latitude</td>
<td>Numeric</td>
<td>End station latitude</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>end station longitude</td>
<td>Numeric</td>
<td>End station longitude</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bikeid</td>
<td>Numeric</td>
<td>Bike ID</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>usertype</td>
<td>Character</td>
<td>User type (Customer = 24-hour pass or 7-day pass user; Subscriber = Annual Member)</td>
<td>(2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>birth year</td>
<td>Date</td>
<td>User’s birth year</td>
<td>(2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gender</td>
<td>Numeric</td>
<td>User’s gender (0 = unknown; 1 = male; 2 = female)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The target Citi bike table is designed to provide information of total rented bike number per hour, at the main time, provide users’ information. Based on the Citi Bike source dataset, the target table can be designed as table 3.2. The “starttime” can be split to “year”, “month”, “day” and “hour”, the total number of rented bike (field “count”) can be calculated by grouping “starttime” by hour.

Table 6 Description of target Citi Bike table

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source Name</th>
<th>Field Name</th>
<th>Data Type</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>start time</td>
<td>start_date</td>
<td>Date</td>
<td>Date (D/M/YYYY)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>cnt</td>
<td>Numeric</td>
<td>Number of total rented bike</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>year</td>
<td>Numeric</td>
<td>Year</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>month</td>
<td>Numeric</td>
<td>Month</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>day</td>
<td>Numeric</td>
<td>Day</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>hour</td>
<td>Numeric</td>
<td>Hour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>usertype</td>
<td>cnt_subscriber</td>
<td>Numeric</td>
<td>Number of annual member</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>cnt_customer</td>
<td>Numeric</td>
<td>Number of short term customer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>birth year</td>
<td>cnt_birth_1930s</td>
<td>Numeric</td>
<td>Number of users born in 1930s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>cnt_birth_1940s</td>
<td>Numeric</td>
<td>Number of users born in 1940s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>cnt_birth_1950s</td>
<td>Numeric</td>
<td>Number of users born in 1950s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>cnt_birth_1960s</td>
<td>Numeric</td>
<td>Number of users born in 1960s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>cnt_birth_1970s</td>
<td>Numeric</td>
<td>Number of users born in 1970s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>cnt_birth_1980s</td>
<td>Numeric</td>
<td>Number of users born in 1980s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>cnt_birth_1990s</td>
<td>Numeric</td>
<td>Number of users born in 1990s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>cnt_birth_2000s</td>
<td>Numeric</td>
<td>Number of users born in 2000s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>cnt_birth_outlier</td>
<td>Numeric</td>
<td>Number of null value and outlier value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gender</td>
<td>cnt_unknown</td>
<td>Numeric</td>
<td>Number of gender unknown users</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>cnt_male</td>
<td>Numeric</td>
<td>Number of male users</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>cnt_female</td>
<td>Numeric</td>
<td>Number of female users</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To generate the target table, there are two main steps: data pre-process and SQL process.
(1) Data pre-process
The source dataset contains header and double quote, the first task is to remove header and double quote. Because the datasets are downloaded by month which means there are 12 files in each year, it is slow to open each file which is more than 100MB by Excel, so the preliminary process will be done by SHELL in Linux.

(2) SQL process
The observation of source dataset is recorded by the time of each rented bike, the total datasets is relative big (more than 1.4G), so the main process will be done by Impala which is a SQL like database supported by Cloudera in Hadoop. To generate the target table, three tables are created by Impala: The first one is Citi Bike raw table which is the same format as source dataset. The second table is an intermediate table which split start_time to start_date and start_hour, and at the same time select three key variables related to users’ information. The third table is the target table, this table is created by count the occurrence of each identified variables from step two by hour. Based on the fact that people born before 1930s are unlikely able to rent a bike, therefore those values are counted as cnt_birth_outlier variable. The table details and key SQL code are described as figure 3.2.

![Figure 14 Details of Impala process](image)

3.2.2 New York Weather Dataset
New York historical weather information can be collected by sending Http request to an API (Application Programming Interface) from Weather Underground Website①. The dataset is in JSON format which contains date information and weather

① http://api.wunderground.com/api/f0bc8c8eb066140c/history_20140101/q/US/Newyork.json
information, and each observation is recorded by hour. Figure 3.3 shows a sample data in Jan 1st, 2014. The sample data contains 24 observations on hourly basis, and each observation provides 30 weather related variables.

```
"response": {
  "variables": {
    "jsonfile": "http://www.wunderground.com/weather/api/d/lax.html",
  },
  "history": {
    "date": "January 1, 2014",
    "year": "2014",
    "month": "1",
    "day": "1",
    "hour": "01",
    "timezone": "America/New_York"
  },
  "update": {
    "pretty": "January 1, 2014",
    "year": "2014",
    "month": "1",
    "day": "1",
    "hour": "01",
    "timezone": "America/New_York"
  },
  "observations": {
    "date": {
      "pretty": "2:05 AM EST on January 01, 2014",
      "year": "2014",
      "month": "1",
      "day": "1",
      "hour": "02",
      "timezone": "America/New_York"
    },
    "update": {
      "pretty": "2:53 AM GMT on January 01, 2014",
      "year": "2014",
      "month": "1",
      "day": "1",
      "hour": "02",
      "timezone": "UTC"
    },
    "temp": -0.5,
    "wind": 25.0,
    "humidity": 74.81,
    "depress": "1019.5",
    "snow": 0.0,
    "rain": 0.0,
    "precip": 0.0,
    "cloud": 20.0,
    "rainfall": 0.0,
    "windchill": -13.6
  }
}
```

Figure 15 Sample of weather dataset

7 key variables are selected, based on they affect people’s behaviour of renting a bike relatively more distinctly. They are temperature, humidity, wind speed, rain, snow, fog, and hail. Based on the weather dataset, the target weather dataset can be designed as below:

Table 7 Design of target weather table

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Label</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>year</td>
<td>Numeric</td>
<td>Year</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>month</td>
<td>Numeric</td>
<td>Month</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>day</td>
<td>Numeric</td>
<td>Day</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hour</td>
<td>Numeric</td>
<td>Hour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>temperature</td>
<td>Numeric</td>
<td>Temperature (in Celsius)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>humidity</td>
<td>Numeric</td>
<td>Relative humidity (%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>windspeed</td>
<td>Numeric</td>
<td>Wind speed (in Kph)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>weatherType</td>
<td>Numeric</td>
<td>Snow = 1, Rain = 2, fog = 3, hail = 4, else = 0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
To generate the target table, the JASON format weather data need to be download first, then extract useful information and upload to database. There are three Java class are created: The Weather class provides a data model. The DatabaseUtil class provides a function to persist data to database. The WeatherDataCollector class provides a function to download weather data by month, get each observation by hour, and store the extracted data into data model, and save it to database.

Table 8 Algorithm of retrieve Weather JSON data and persist to database

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm 1: Retrieve Weather JSON Data And Persist To Database</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>01: <strong>class</strong> Weather</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>02: all attributes // including all fields in table 3.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>03: constructor method // setting values</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>04: <strong>function</strong> getYear() // getting year value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>05: ... // getting all other attributes values</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>06: <strong>function</strong> isFog // getting fog value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>07: <strong>end class</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>08: <strong>class</strong> DatabaseUtil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>09: load the JDBC driver</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10: <strong>function</strong> saveWeather(weather) // MySQL database</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11: conn ← connect to database</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12: sql ← map weather data into database</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13: connection.execute(sql)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14: <strong>end function</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15: <strong>end class</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16: <strong>class</strong> WeatherDataCollector</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17: <strong>function</strong> collect(year, month)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18: create a calendar object</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19: get the number of the days of the month</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20: for each day of the month</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21: response = get weather data for the day</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22: observationList = get the observations from response</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23: for each hour of the day</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24: prepare weather data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25: databaseUtil.saveWeather(weather) // save weather data to database</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26: <strong>end for</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27: <strong>end for</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28: <strong>end function</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29: <strong>end class</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30: <strong>end function</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31: <strong>end class</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.2.3 New York Holiday Dataset

Website OfficeHolidays\(^1\) provides holiday information of New York. Take year 2014 for example there are 10 national holidays in total. A variable of weekend will also be included in the target holiday table, based on a hypothesis that bike activity and demanding customers are in different patterns in work day and weekend.

\(^1\)http://www.officeholidays.com/countries/usa/regional.php?list_year=2014&list_region=New%20York
Based on the requirement, the target holiday table is designed as below:

### Table 9 Design of target holiday table

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Label</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>year</td>
<td>Numeric</td>
<td>Year</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>month</td>
<td>Numeric</td>
<td>Month</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>day</td>
<td>Numeric</td>
<td>Day</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>holiday</td>
<td>Numeric</td>
<td>Public holiday (1 = holiday, 0 = not a holiday)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>weekday</td>
<td>Numeric</td>
<td>Mon =1, ..., Sun = 7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To generate the target holiday table, a calendar date table which contains holiday and weekend information need be created first, then persist the data to database. The DatabaseUtil class provides a function to persist data to database. The CalendarCollector class provide a function to identify each holiday and weekend of year 2014 and 2015, then save each calendar date to database.

### Table 10 Algorithm of create calendar data and persist to database

#### Algorithm 2: Create Calendar Date And Persist To Database

```java
01: class DatabaseUtil
02:     load the JDBC driver
03:     function saveCalendarDate(calendarDate)  //MySQL database
04:         conn ← connect to database
05:         sql ← map calendar date into database
06:         connection.executeUpdate(sql)
07:     end function
08: end class
```

```java
10: class CalendarCollector
11:     function collect
12:         create 2014holiday ArrayList
13:         create 2015holiday ArrayList
14:         for each day of 2014.1.1 and 2016.1.1
15:             set year, month, day value to bikeDate
```

Figure 16 New York holiday in 2014
16: if the date in either ArrayList
17: set holiday = true
18: else if the date is weekend
19: set weekend = true
20: else
21: set weekend = false
22: databaseUtil.saveCalendarDate(bikeDate) //save calendar date to
23: end for database
24: end function
25: end class

3.2.4 Datasets Combination

Citi Bike target table and weather target table contains four common variables: year, month, day and hour. Based on the four variables, left join can be used to join this two tables. All the three target tables contain three common variables except hour, so the third target table (holiday) can be joined by the same way. The final table can be produced by using SQL left join in Impala. The details of the final table are described as below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Label</th>
<th>Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>cnt</td>
<td>Numeric</td>
<td>Number of total rented bike</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>year</td>
<td>Numeric</td>
<td>Year</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>month</td>
<td>Numeric</td>
<td>Month</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>day</td>
<td>Numeric</td>
<td>Day</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hour</td>
<td>Numeric</td>
<td>Hour</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cnt_subscriber</td>
<td>Numeric</td>
<td>Number of total annual member</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cnt_customer</td>
<td>Numeric</td>
<td>Number of total short term customer</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cnt_birth_1930s</td>
<td>Numeric</td>
<td>Number of total users born in 1930s</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cnt_birth_1940s</td>
<td>Numeric</td>
<td>Number of total users born in 1940s</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cnt_birth_1950s</td>
<td>Numeric</td>
<td>Number of total users born in 1950s</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cnt_birth_1960s</td>
<td>Numeric</td>
<td>Number of total users born in 1960s</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cnt_birth_1970s</td>
<td>Numeric</td>
<td>Number of total users born in 1970s</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cnt_birth_1980s</td>
<td>Numeric</td>
<td>Number of total users born in 1980s</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cnt_birth_1990s</td>
<td>Numeric</td>
<td>Number of total users born in 1990s</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cnt_birth_2000s</td>
<td>Numeric</td>
<td>Number of total users born in 2000s</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cnt_birth_outlier</td>
<td>Numeric</td>
<td>Number of total null value and outlier value</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cnt_unknown</td>
<td>Numeric</td>
<td>Number of gender unknown users</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cnt_male</td>
<td>Numeric</td>
<td>Number of male users</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cnt_female</td>
<td>Numeric</td>
<td>Number of female users</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>temperature</td>
<td>Numeric</td>
<td>Temperature (in Celsius)</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>humidity</td>
<td>Numeric</td>
<td>Relative humidity (%)</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>windspeed</td>
<td>Numeric</td>
<td>Wind speed (in Kph)</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>weatherType</td>
<td>Numeric</td>
<td>Snow=1, Rain=2, fog=3, hail=4, else=0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>holiday</td>
<td>Numeric</td>
<td>Public holiday (1 = holiday, 0 = not a holiday)</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>weekday</td>
<td>Numeric</td>
<td>Mon =1, …, Sun = 7</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(1: Citi Bike dataset   2: Weather dataset   3: Holiday dataset)
3.2.5 Tools Used

In the data preparation process, there are five main tools are used to produce the final table. (1) MySQL database is used to create table and store data locally before uploading to Impala. For example, before generating the target holiday table, an empty Holiday table needs to be created in MySQL database, and a Java program inserts holiday information into this table. (2) Hadoop cluster is the main repository of all the datasets. It provides powerful data processing environment for the project. The Hadoop cluster built for this project consists of three virtual machines. (3) Cloudera Impala is a SQL like analytic database sitting on Hadoop cluster environment. The Citi Bike dataset is mainly processed on this platform. To aggregate the hourly data of 1.4 GB it only takes less than ten seconds to process. (4) Java is used to create an application that requests weather data from remote API and filling the target weather table. And Jackson Library is used to processing the JSON data in the response. (5) Linux SHELL is used to preliminarily process the CSV data before uploading to Hadoop. For example, it removes the header and special double quotes in the source datasets.

3.3 Data Exploration / Visualization

After all the data collection and preparation process, the dataset of this project contains 14641 records and 25 variables, which are all numeric variables. The target variable is cnt which record the total number of rental bike of each hour from Jan 1, 2014 to June 30, 2015.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Label</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>year</td>
<td>Numeric</td>
<td>Year</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>month</td>
<td>Numeric</td>
<td>Month</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>day</td>
<td>Numeric</td>
<td>Day</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hour</td>
<td>Numeric</td>
<td>Hour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cnt</td>
<td>Numeric</td>
<td>Number of total rented bike</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cnt_subscriber</td>
<td>Numeric</td>
<td>Number of total annual member</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cnt_customer</td>
<td>Numeric</td>
<td>Number of total short term customer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cnt_birth_1930s</td>
<td>Numeric</td>
<td>Number of total users born in 1930s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cnt_birth_1940s</td>
<td>Numeric</td>
<td>Number of total users born in 1940s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cnt_birth_1950s</td>
<td>Numeric</td>
<td>Number of total users born in 1950s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cnt_birth_1960s</td>
<td>Numeric</td>
<td>Number of total users born in 1960s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cnt_birth_1970s</td>
<td>Numeric</td>
<td>Number of total users born in 1970s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cnt_birth_1980s</td>
<td>Numeric</td>
<td>Number of total users born in 1980s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cnt_birth_1990s</td>
<td>Numeric</td>
<td>Number of total users born in 1990s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cnt_birth_2000s</td>
<td>Numeric</td>
<td>Number of total users born in 2000s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cnt_birth_outlier</td>
<td>Numeric</td>
<td>Number of total null value and outlier value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cnt_unknown</td>
<td>Numeric</td>
<td>Number of gender unknown users</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Variable</td>
<td>Type</td>
<td>Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cnt_male</td>
<td>Numeric</td>
<td>Number of male users</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cnt_female</td>
<td>Numeric</td>
<td>Number of female users</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>temperature</td>
<td>Numeric</td>
<td>Temperature (in Celsius)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>humidity</td>
<td>Numeric</td>
<td>Relative humidity (%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>windspeed</td>
<td>Numeric</td>
<td>Wind speed (in Kph)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>weatherType</td>
<td>Numeric</td>
<td>Snow=1, Rain=2, fog=3, hail=4, else=0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>holiday</td>
<td>Numeric</td>
<td>Public holiday (1 = holiday, 0 = not a holiday)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>weekday</td>
<td>Numeric</td>
<td>Mon =1, …, Sun = 7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.3.1 Null Value and Outliers

Some of bike users’ information is incomplete: Variable cnt_unknown count the number of gender unknown users. Variable cnt_birth_outlier count the number of null value and outlier values. For example, some users registered their birth year in 19th century which is obviously error values. In this project, it is hypothesics that people who is more than 85 is unlikely to rent a bike, so the birth years before 1930s are treated as outliers. Besides this, there are 244 null values in total, which are all from weather related variables. Each of temperature, humidity, windspeed, weatherType variable contains 61 null values. Especially, variable windspeed contains 1064 records value of -9999, which are obvious error value. Besides these issues above the dataset is clean, generally speaking the quality of this dataset is relative good.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Issue</th>
<th>Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>temperature</td>
<td>missing value</td>
<td>61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>humidity</td>
<td>missing value</td>
<td>61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>weatherType</td>
<td>missing value</td>
<td>61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>windspeed</td>
<td>error value -9999</td>
<td>1064</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To handle these problems, firstly, because cnt_birth_outlier and cnt_unknown (gender) will not be used for predictive model building, therefore the null value will be kept as where they are. Secondly, the value -9999 in windspeed is obviously error value so they will be replaced by 8.76 which is the mean of all windspeed values (Han et al., 2011). The 244 weather related missing values will be replaced by the average value of nearest four hours’ value. For example, there is a temperature null value in 16:00 Jan 1, 2014, this value will be replaced by the average temperature value of 14:00, 15:00, 17:00 and 18:00, which is the most probable value(Han et al., 2011). The tool used is Microsoft Excel.
3.3.2 Overview of Rental Bike Count

The distribution of bike count is look like a part of standard normal distribution, it is make sense, firstly because the rental bike number is impossible to be a negative value, secondly because at whole night time there were only a few bike rented, so the distribution is looks like a “part” of the normal distribution. The skewness of the distribution is 1.243036, which means the data is highly skewed to the right. The kurtosis is 4.102326 implying that the distribution is very platykurtic. During January 2014 and June 2015, the minimum number is 1 rental bike per hour, which all happened in the night in cold days. There is one maximum number of 4365 rental bikes per hour which happened in 18:00 June 29, 2015. Usually it is about 100 to 500 bikes are rented per hour.

The total rental bike number of January to June in 2015 is almost the same as the whole year of 2014, which means more people registered as Citi bike users. The distribution by month shows that users are not prefer to rent a bike in winter months, it is not comfortable to ride a bike in cold days. More bikes are rented in working days (Monday to Friday), and each day the peak hour is 8:00 in the morning and 17:00 to 18:00 in the afternoon. It is the time people go to work and after work. It seems that working people (or students) are one of the main user groups of Citi Bike.

![Figure 17 Visualization group 1](image-url)
Notice that there are some outliers while plotting the weekday count, they are not error values, they might be a result of groups of people taking up cycling for bicycle events, or maybe bus drivers or train drivers strike, so they are considered as natural outliers.

### 3.3.3 Information of Users

When plotting the count by user group (long term and short term), the patterns are dramatically different. The subscriber group who are registered for one year shows “working” feature: more people rent a bike at 8:00 am and 17:00 to 18:00 pm. While the customer group who are registered for 24 hours or 7 days do not show “working” feature: they rented bikes mainly in daytime, and prefer 9:00 to 19:00. The plots are like a normal distribution. Notice that there are many outliers in short term users’ plot and it might because a group of people who not registered rented bikes.

![Plot Zoom](image)

**Figure 18 Visualization group 2**

For the gender, there are at least 70% Citi Bike users are male. For the age, the users are mainly in 25 to 45, there is no value in <15 age group, the reason might be people under 18 cannot registered as Citi Bike users, or might be they do not hold a credit card to register the bike system. It is glad to see that users who are 65 to 85 years old prefer to rent bikes.
3.3.4 Information of Weather

When plotting the count by weather related variables, it is found that temperature and wind speed affect the behaviour of renting a bike more dramatically. With the temperature grows the number of rental bikes grows. It seems that about 17 to 26 degree Celsius is the comfortable temperature for people to ride bikes, and the number goes down when temperature is more than 28. People feel uncomfortable to ride a bike in big wind, it seems that many people are not prefer to ride bikes when wind speed is more than 20 kilometres per hour, and only a few people rent bikes when wind speed is more than 30 kilometres.

![Figure 19 Visualization group 3](image)

When the weather is very dry, which the relative humidity is less than 20%, people feel uncomfortable and not prefer to rent bikes. Weather seems an important factor, if there is fog, rain or snow, the number of rental bikes decrease a lot, especially snow.

It is interested to find out that short term users are more affected by temperature. It seems that no matter cold or hot, working people insiste on renting bikes, while casual users prefer rent bikes in confortable weather.
3.3.5 Information of Holiday and Weekend

The distribution of working days, weekends and holidays are very different. In working days the plot shows obvious “working” features, the rental bike number reach the peak at 8:00 am and 17:00 to 18:00 pm, which is the time working people (or maybe students) go to work and after work. In weekend, it looks like normal distribution and the peak time is 14:00 pm. It is interested to find out that in 13:00 pm the count is relative low, maybe it is the time people prefer to take a break to enjoy a cup of tea. In holidays, the peak time is 18:00 pm and it seems that in holidays people prefer to go out have a dinner.
It is interesting to find out that the distribution in working days and by long term users are similar. It can be hypothesized that annual members of Citi Bike include many working people who prefer to rent bikes as a transport to go to work and go back home. At the same time, the distribution in weekends and by short term users are similar, it can be hypothesized that short term users are tend to rent bikes for casual use such as touring.

3.3.6 Correlation

Before building predictive models, it is important to find out the relationship of all features with target variable (cnt). The correlation plot (more details in appendix A) below shows that cnt has a strong relationship with temperature, and a relative strong relationship with hour, month, humidity, weather type. When building models, these features will get more attention.

![Correlation plot](image.png)

**Figure 22 Correlation of features**

3.3.7 Conclusion

Generally speaking, besides noisy values in variable windspeed, and some missing values in weather related variables, the quality of the source dataset is good. It is found that there is no person born after year 2000 to rent a bike, and no hail weather during
Jan 2014 to Jun 2015, so variable cnt_birth_2000s and value 4 in variable weather will be removed.

About feature importance, time related variables (such as hour, weekday, month, and year), weather related variables (such as humidity, temperature, wind speed, rain, fog and snow) are all significant factors to affect people’s behavior to rent a bike. All the variables should be included when building models. Specifically, variable temperature, hour, month, humidity, and weather type have relatively strong relationship with target variable cnt, so they should get more attention.

It is also found that the behaviors of long term users are significant different from short term users, the count of the two types’ users can be predicted separately. The same method is also used by Ray\(^1\) who was in top 5% of participants in Kaggle competition.

Compared with the Kaggle competition: Bike Sharing Demand\(^2\), there are some similar conclusions when doing the data exploration:
(1) Similar distribution\(^3\) by weather related variables.

![Figure 23 Comparison of weather distribution](http://www.analyticsvidhya.com/blog/2015/06/solution-kaggle-competition-bike-sharing-demand/)

(2) Similar distubution\(^4\) by different type of users: Kaggle: regisiterd users and casual users; This project: long term users and short term users.

\(^1\) http://www.analyticsvidhya.com/blog/2015/06/solution-kaggle-competition-bike-sharing-demand/
\(^2\) Kaggle Bike Share Demand: https://www.kaggle.com/c/bike-sharing-demand
\(^3\) Figure from: International Journal of Innovative Science, Engineering & Technology, Vol. 2 Issue 4, April 2015. URL: http://ijiset.com/vol2/v2s4/IJISET_V2_I4_195.pdf
\(^4\) Figure from: http://www.analyticsvidhya.com/blog/2015/06/solution-kaggle-competition-bike-sharing-demand/
Also, there are also some different conclusions when doing the data exploration:

1. Variable `holiday` is not significant in Kaggle competition, and Du et al.\(^1\) even removed this variable before they built models. But it is a significant variable in this project.

2. More user related information such as gender and age groups are explored in this project.

It should be noticed that variable “windspeed” contains 1064 noisy values and 61 missing values, this variable may potentially affect the accuracy of predictive models. Furthermore, the distribution of this variable shows that there is a big “gap” between 0 and 5.6 Kph.

\(^1\) http://cs229.stanford.edu/proj2014/Jimmy%20Du,%20Rolland%20He,%20Zhivko%20Zhechev,%20Forecasting%20Bike%20Rental%20Demand.pdf
All the reviewed papers in this project are not mentioned this issue, but in Sunil Ray’s code, he splits the dataset to two part: wind_0 which the wind speed is 0, and wind_1 which the wind speed is not 0. He uses wind_1 dataset to build a random forest model, and then predicts the wind_0 value. This method is based on a hypothec that 0 value of wind speed is “missing” value. It is reasonable, because it is the wind speed value in one hour, it seems impossible that there is absolutely no wind during one hour. This project will test this hypothec when building predictive models.

### 3.4 Building Models

Based on the case study of modelling algorithms in similar project of Kaggle competition (see table 1 in chapter 2.3), four of six cases found random forest perform best. Du et al. found tree based models show best performance, the error rate of which are Ctree: 0.46 and random forest 0.50. Lee et al. found Neural Network performs the best with 0.49 error rate, but she did not build random forest model. Beside them, Ray’s random forest model gets top 5% in Kaggle Competition leaderboard. All the details are summarised as below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Modeling Methodology</th>
<th>Best model</th>
<th>Performance</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yin et al.</td>
<td>(1) Ridge Regression (2) Support Vector Regression (3) Random Forest (4) Gradient Boosted Tree</td>
<td>Random forest</td>
<td>RMSLE 0.31</td>
<td>Good solution: Smallest error rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Du et al.</td>
<td>(1) Basic Linear Regression (2) Generalized Linear Models with Elastic Net Regularization (3) Generalized Boosted Models (4) Principal Component Regression (5) Support Vector Regression (6) Random Forest (7) Conditional Inference Trees</td>
<td>Ctree Random forest</td>
<td>RMSLE 0.46 0.50</td>
<td>Two tree based models perform best</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

http://www.analyticsvidhya.com/blog/author/sunil-ray/


Sunil Ray: a business analytics and Intelligence professional

URL: http://www.analyticsvidhya.com/blog/author/sunil-ray/
Based on the case study of similar project of Kaggle Competition, it is found that random forest shows best performance in 4 cases. Neural network show best performance in 1 case but random forest is not tested in this case. Regression is tested in one case but not good performance compared with other cases.

This project will learn from similar researchs’ experience to focus on random forest model. Besides random forest, this project will also try other three data mining classic models: regression, decision tree and neural network, by comparing their performance to choose the best modelling algorithm.

During the data exploration process, it is found that long term users’ rental pattern is dramatically different from short term users’ rental pattern, and short term users’ rental behaviour are more likely affected by weather and temperature factors, so two models will be built separately base on these two groups. The aim of modelling is to predict the total rental demand, sum of the two model’s result are the total users’ rental demand.

In order to enhancing the performance of model, several techniques will be tried and to improve model’s accurate. For example, based on the distribution of hour and users’ count, it is found that there are two peaks of long term users, this pattern will be explained by adding a new variable which is built by decision tree model. Based on the distribution of short term users by hour, it is found there are many outliers, log transformation will be used for reduce the variability of data and outlying observations (Feng et al., 2014). All the processes of model building are designed as below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>(1) Neural Network</th>
<th>(2) Poisson Regression</th>
<th>(3) Markov Model</th>
<th>(4) Mean Value Benchmark</th>
<th>Neural network</th>
<th>RMSLE 0.49</th>
<th>Not building random forest model</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lee et al.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Neural network</td>
<td>RMSLE 0.49</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patil et al.</td>
<td>(1) Random Forest</td>
<td>(2) Conditional Inference Trees</td>
<td>(3) Generalized Boosted Models</td>
<td>Random forest</td>
<td>RMSLE 0.49</td>
<td>Random Forest with TuneRF method</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ray</td>
<td>(1) Random Forest</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Random forest</td>
<td>RMSLE 0.38675</td>
<td>Good solution: Kaggle leader board top 5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wayne Liu</td>
<td>(1) Regression</td>
<td>(2) Generalized Boosted Models</td>
<td>Regression</td>
<td>RMSLE 1.38378</td>
<td>Not good solution</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.5 Evaluation Methods

There are many methods to compare the predictive value with the true value in regression, such as Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE) (Willmott, 1981):

\[
\text{RMSE} = \sqrt{\frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} \log(a_i - b_i)^2}
\]

Because the similar project in Kaggle competition uses RMSLE (Root Mean Squared Logarithmic Error) to measure the accuracy of each solution, and all competitors of case study are using the same method, the table below shows the evaluation methodology from case studies:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Evaluation Methodology</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yin et al.</td>
<td>(1) 70/30 : training set / testing set</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(2) RMSLE by 10-fold cross validation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Du et al.</td>
<td>(1) 70/30 : training set / testing set</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(2) RMSLE by 10-fold cross validation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lee et al.</td>
<td>(1) 70/30 : training set / testing set</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(2) RMSLE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patil et al.</td>
<td>(1) 70/30 : training set / testing set</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(2) RMSLE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ray</td>
<td>(1) 70/30 : training set / testing set</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(2) RMSLE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wayne Liu</td>
<td>(1) 70/30 : training set / testing set</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(2) RMSLE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This research will use RMSLE to measure error rate. RMSLE is “calculated as the square root of the squared bias plus squared standard error” (Mickey & Greenland, 1989):

\[
\text{RMSLE} = \sqrt{\frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} (\log(a_i + 1) - \log(b_i + 1))^2}
\]
Where \( n \) is the total number of observations in the testing dataset, \( a_i \) is predicted rental bike number, and \( b_i \) is the actual number, smaller RMSLE value indicates better model.

70/30 method will be used to split data to training set and testing set. The training set is used to build the predictive models, the testing set is unseen data when building models, which is used to evaluate the models performance.

While 10-fold cross validation is a better method for model selection because it is lower bias (Kohavi & others, 1995) and lower over-fitting risks. Based on the case study that some related researches use 10-fold cross validation, and Yin et al. mentions that generally 10-fold cross validation perform better, while with the sample size increase, the 70/30 method and 10-fold validation show similar performance. This project will also use RMSLE with 10-fold cross validation to test the performance of models.

3.6 Conclusion

This chapter has summarized the whole data collection and integration process, explored and visualized data quality issues and some interesting patterns between independent variables and dependent variable. Model building and evaluation methods are discussed and designed.

Figure 27 Performance of 70/30 method and 10-fold CV by sample size increase

4. IMPLEMENTATION / RESULTS EVALUATION

4.1 Introduction

This chapter will outline how the dataset was pre-processed for model building, and then compare the accuracy of basic models built by decision tree, multiple linear regression, neural network and random forest. Finally relative best model will be chosen, focus on improve model’s performance by different technologies and methods. Some model building and enhancing experiences learning from similar project case studies will be tested in this chapter.

4.2 Data Pre-processing

Before building the predictive models, there are some possible ways (Yin, Lee, & Wong, n.d.) to potentially increase the accuracy of models:

Firstly, remove useless variables. Customer birth and gender related variables such as cnt_male, cnt_birth_1930s will be removed, because they are not provide useful information for modelling process.

Secondly, because the distributions by users’ group (cnt_subscriber and cnt_customer) are dramatically different (chapter 3.4.3), so this project will predict the count of long time users and short time users separately, the total count of rental bikes are the sum of the two groups users’ count.

Secondly, variable factorization will be incorporated. Some variables’ values have real meaning in the real world, such as 10 Kph of wind speed, while some variables are not, for example, 2 of month. We know 2 means February but R do not know, to let R know 2 is not means “how big the month is” but indicates to a certain month, variable factorization is necessary. Yin et al. and Du split categorical variables (such as

\footnote{http://cs229.stanford.edu/proj2014/Jimmy%20Du,%20Rolland%20He,%20Zhivko%20}
season) into binary indicator variables, in this project, factorization process will be done by “as.factor( )” function in R.

4.3 Basic Models Built on Regression, Neural Network, DT & RF

Rattle (Williams, 2011) is a R package which provides an GUI (Graphical User Interface) to many other R packages for data mining users, by using Rattle, R users can easily and quickly to build multiple models and compare their performance. In this project, there are four steps to build models using Rattle:

Table 16 Steps of four basic models built by Rattle

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Step</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Import data and set 70/30/0 as train set and validation set.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Select appropriate independent variables for model building and set variables as appropriate format.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Build regression model, decision tree model, neural network model and RF model.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Validation all the models and export outcomes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The outcome of the four basic models’ validation are described by distribution of predicted values and observation values, the figure 28 shows the distribution of models.

Because decision tree model is a classification model, the result is many “parallel lines”. Compared with other models, the distribution of predicted value and observation values in random forest model is most like a “line”, which means random forest model’s prediction are more accurate than other models. Next process will focus on random forest model to enhance the performance.
4.4 Random Forest Model

Because it is found random forest perform best compared with other three basic models in Rattle, the following process is using R code to build a basic random forest model (Rattle is not good for model enhancing in this project) and use techniques to enhancing the performance. There are five main steps to build a basic random forest (RF) model and evaluate the performance by RMSLE with 10-fold cross validation using R:

**Table 17 Steps of random forest model built by R**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Step</th>
<th>Details</th>
<th>Core Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Input dataset</td>
<td>setwd(&quot;C:/Users/wwlise/Desktop/CitiR&quot;) data &lt;- read.csv(&quot;all.csv&quot;)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Encode a vector as a factor</td>
<td>e.g. dataWeatherType=as.factor(dataWeatherType) dataHoliday=as.factor(dataHoliday)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>For loop for 10-fold cross validation</td>
<td>k=10 n=floor(nrow(data)/k) err = rep (NA,k) for(i in 1:k) { s1 = ((i-1)<em>n + 1) s2 = (i</em>n) subset=s1:s2 train = data[-subset,] test = data[subset,] }</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Build RF model</td>
<td>rf &lt;- randomForest(as.factor(cnt)~.,data=train,importance=TRUE) ## using package &quot;randomForest&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Evaluate RF model</td>
<td>test$prdpred&lt;-predict(rf,test) rmsle(test$prdpred, test$cnt) } ## using package &quot;Metrics&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
About the number of trees, the default tree number of random forest is 500. The error plot shows that when the tree number is smaller than 80, the error decrease dramatically, when bigger than 80, the line goes stable, when more than 300, the error is very stable, so this project set the tree number (ntree) to 300.

Figure 29 Plot of error with tree number

The RMSLE with 70/30 method of basic random forest model is 0.5531849 (result of screen shot see Appendix E), with 10-folder cross validation the RMSLE is 0.4989367, the decrease of error rate is reasonable, because in 10-fold cross validation runs 10 times random forest model, each time using 90% data as training set to build model and 10% data as testing set to validation, compared with 70/30 method it contains more information in training set.

Figure 30 Result of basic RF model with 10-fold CV
The feature below shows the relationship between predictive values and observation values of target variable cnt. The plot generally seems like a thick line, which means the predictive model is good, but not good enough.

![Figure 31 Initial random forest Pr vs Ob plot](image)

"varImpPlot" function in randomForest package can help to see the important the independent variables. The %IncMSE graph shows that if a variable is assigned values by random permutation by how much will the MSE (mean squared error) increase\(^1\). Node purity is measured by Gini Index which is the difference between RSS (Residual Sum of Squares) before and after the split on that variable. Because there are only ten independent variables by describe different information, and no strong correlation with each other, there is no need to do feature selection in this basic model.

![Figure 32 Importance of all the independent variables](image)

\(^1\) [http://discuss.analyticsvidhya.com/t/how-to-extract-important-variables-from-random-forest-model-using-varimpplot-in-r/1325](http://discuss.analyticsvidhya.com/t/how-to-extract-important-variables-from-random-forest-model-using-varimpplot-in-r/1325)
4.5 Enhancing RF Model by Adding More Independent Variables

There are some conclusion have been found when exploring the dataset, for example, the distribution of long time users and short time users are significant different; the peak time of renting bikes is 8:00 in the morning and 17:00 to 18:00 in the afternoon. In the initial RF model, all these distinguishing features are not prominent. This project hypothec that adds some independent variables which are based on the distinguishing features will improve the accuracy of predictive model. Based on this hypothetic, some new variables are added in the dataset:

Table 18 Table of new variables

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>New Variable</th>
<th>Related variable</th>
<th>Describe</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>h_sub</td>
<td>cnt_subscriber ~ hour</td>
<td>6 groups by hour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>h_cus</td>
<td>cnt_customer ~ hour</td>
<td>4 groups by hour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>temp_sub</td>
<td>cnt_subscriber ~ temperature</td>
<td>4 groups by temperature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>temp_cus</td>
<td>cnt_customer ~ temperature</td>
<td>4 groups by temperature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>year_part</td>
<td>cnt ~ year + month</td>
<td>7 groups by year and month</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>day_type</td>
<td>holiday + weekday</td>
<td>3 groups of workday, weekend, holiday</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>weekend</td>
<td>weekday</td>
<td>2 groups of workday, weekend</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Variables day_type and weekend can be created directly by the value of holiday and weekday. All the others are created by decision tree models. Take h_sub for example, decision tree is built by variables cnt_subscriber and hour which means to classify the count of long term users by hour.

![Decision Tree: count of long time users by hour](image)
The decision tree shows that the count of long time users is classified by hour to six groups:

Table 19 Describes of decision tree

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Groups</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Hours: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Hours: 20, 21, 22, 23, 24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Hours: 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Hours: 7, 8, 9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Hours: 16, 17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Hours: 18, 19</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

By using decision tree, independent variables cnt_subscriber is classified to six groups by hour, new variable h_sub is created. Variables h_cus, temp_sub, temp_cus, year_part are created by the same way, more details please see appendix B. Compared with initial model’s RMSLE 0.5531849 (70/30 method), the new model’s error rate decrease to 0.3945004 with 70/30 method (result see Appendix E) and 0.3534387 with 10-fold CV. The result of RMSLE decrease proves that adding more independent variables helps to improve the random forest model’s accuracy in this project.

Figure 34 Result of improved RF model by adding new features (with 10-fold CV)

4.6 Enhancing RF Model by Improving Independent Variable’s Quality

It has been noticed that variable windspeed contains 1064 noisy values and 61 missing values, this variable may potentially affect the accuracy of predictive models. Furthermore, the distribution of this variable shows that there is a big “gap” between 0 and 5.6 Kph. Sunil Ray’s hypothetic that it is impossible there is no wind during one
hour, Ray’s solution is using random forest model to predict the 0 value of wind speed. This hypothetic will be tested in this project.

There are two quality issues of variable “windspeed”: Missing values (noisy values of -9999 are treated as missing values) and 0 values. There are two methods to handle missing values: replaced by average value (Han et al., 2011) and using RF model to predict the missing values (Ray). This project built three models using 70/30 method to test which is the best method (results see Appendix C), the error rate of method three is the least with 0.3827817, which is a little smaller than method one 0.3945004, it seems Ray’s hypothetic is true, but the result of 10-fold CV shows RMSLE of method three is 0.3550672, which increase 0.0017 than method one, the results indicates that method 3 does not work in this project.

**Table 20 Outcome of three methods**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>methods</th>
<th>Describe</th>
<th>RMSLE (70/30 method)</th>
<th>RMSLE (10-fold CV)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Null value replaced by average value</td>
<td>0.3945004</td>
<td>0.3534387</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Null value replaced by average and 0 value predicted by RF model</td>
<td>0.3938721</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Null and 0 value predicted by RF model</td>
<td>0.3827817</td>
<td>0.3550672</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 35 Result of improved RF model by handle missing/noisy value (with 10-fold CV)**

**4.7 Enhancing RF Model by Transforming the Dependent Variable**

Log transformation is a popular method to reduce the variability of data, especially when dataset contains outlying observations (Changyong FENG et al., 2014). When building random forest models, the target variables are cnt_subscriber and
cnt_customer, the dataset contains some outliers, for example, the figure below shows there are many outliers when plotting cnt_customer by hour. To handle this problem, log transformation method will be tested is this project.

![count of bike by short term users per hour](image)

**Figure 36 Sample plot of outliers**

There are four steps to do the log transformation: Firstly is to plus one to target variable, this can make sure the value of target variable is not equal to 0. Secondly is to log the target variable plus 1, such as train$logcus=log(train$cus1). Thirdly is using the new target variable to build RF model. Fourthly is transforming the target variable to originally format, for example: test$precus=exp(test$logcus)-1.

After log transformation, the error rate of random forest model is decrease to 0.281201 with 70/30 method (see Appendix E) and 0.2649822 with 10-fold CV, which proves log transformation is a useful method to improve the accuracy of predictive models.

![R code output](image)

**Figure 37 Result of improved RF model by log transformation (10-fold CV)**
4.8 Enhancing RF Model by Heat Index

Sometimes people feel the weather is hotter or colder than the actual temperature, which is not an illusion, but because of humidity affecting people’s feeling of temperature. Heat index (please see appendix D\(^\text{①}\)) is a measure of how weather “feels” to the people’s bodies by combining humidity’s impact to temperature.

The idea of using heat index to enhancing model is from the datasets of Kaggle competition\(^\text{②}\). In Kaggle's datasets there are two variables “temp” and “atemp” in which “atemp” is described as "feels like" temperature in Celsius, which is the heat index. This project hypothesizes that adding heat index will enhance the model’s accuracy.

Brooke Anderson\(^\text{③}\) shared the R source code to calculate the heat index in GitHub, it is very easy to calculate heat index for this project by the help of the source code. The result of RMSLE is 0.2799691 with 70/30 method (see Appendix E) and 0.2666055 with 10-fold cross validation, compared with method three in chapter 4.7, RMSLE with 70/30 decrease but with 10-fold CV increase. It is an interesting result, because 70/30 method shows adding heat index will enhance model’s accuracy while 10-fold CV shows this enhancing method do not work. 10-fold cross validation shows the variable of Heat Index may have strong correlation with other variables. Feature selection will be discussed in chapter 4.9.

---


\(^\text{②}\) [https://www.kaggle.com/c/bike-sharing-demand/data](https://www.kaggle.com/c/bike-sharing-demand/data)


Figure 38 Result of improved RF model by adding heat index (10-fold CV)
4.9 Enhancing RF Model by Feature Selection

Because variable heat index is created by temperature and relative humidity, the picture below shows the correlation of the three variables and target variable.

![Figure 39 Correlations of four variables](image)

Using Pearson method to calculate the correlation value of heat index with humidity is 0.06231202, with temperature is 0.9939419, the distribution of heat index and temperature is almost like a straight line which means they have very strong relationship. Based on the correlation values above, this project hypothetic that remove variable temperature is better than remove variable heat index.

The result of RMSLE with 10-fold CV is 0.2654593, which decrease slightly than not removing variable temperature, which means this variable indeed contains similar information as other variables. But this result is still bigger than not adding variable heat index and that is because heat index not only have strong relationship with variable temperature, but also with variable humid.

![Figure 40 Result of improved RF model by feature selection (10-fold CV)](image)
4.10 Conclusion

This chapter has compared the four basic models: multiple linear regression model, decision tree model, neural network model, random forest model and selected random forest model to do the further enhancing based on RF model shows relative best performance.

Then this chapter has tested five techniques to improve the accuracy of RF model, using both 70/30 method and 10-fold cross validation, all the results are summarized as below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Enhancing methods</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>RMSLE (70/30 method)</th>
<th>RMSLE (10-fold CV)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>Basic model</td>
<td>0.5531849</td>
<td>0.4989367</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Adding more independent variables</td>
<td>0.3945004</td>
<td>0.3534387</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Improving independent variable’s quality</td>
<td>0.3827817</td>
<td>0.3550672</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Log transforming the dependent variable</td>
<td>0.2812010</td>
<td>0.2649822</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Add heat index</td>
<td>0.2799691</td>
<td>0.2666055</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Feature selection</td>
<td>0.2793681</td>
<td>0.2654593</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 41 Compare of two error rate distribution by each enhancing method

The general performance by 10-fold CV is better than 70/30 method, besides 10-fold CV is more sensitive when adding a new variable which has correlation with other variables. 70/30 method shows all the five enhancing techniques can improve the model performance, while 10-fold cross validation shows in fact there are only two techniques work.
The RMSLE random forest model decrease from 0.499 to 0.265 after model enhancing process, which shows good performance of the final model. There are some experiences summarized from this chapter:

- Adding more independent variables based on the data’s feature helps increase model’s performance but needs to be aware of correlation problem.
- Log transforming of dependant variable helps to reduce the noisy caused by outliers.
- Always use K-fold cross validation when doing model selection.
5. CONCLUSION

5.1 Introduction

This chapter will review the whole project, summarize the contributions to the current bike sharing systems, and also find out the limitations during model building and evaluation processes. Future work and research will also be recommended.

5.2 Problem Definition & Research Overview

This project aims to forecast bike rental demand in a future certain time, this was done by building a random forest model that combines historical usage patterns with the related information of users, weather, holiday and weekend. To do this, a literature review of the modelling and evaluation algorithms was carried out, some case study of similar are taken to provide evidence of modelling building, model enhancing and model selection. This research enabled the following objectives to be achieved:

- Identified which modelling and evaluation algorithms performance best in similar project case study, and summarized their evidence in modelling building and selection process.
- Reviewed available literature on bike share program, predictive modelling algorithms and model evaluation methods.
- Used multiple tools such as Java, MySQL, Impala to collect data from three database resources. Designed a scalable ETL (Extract Transform Load) process to transform and combine the raw data in to a model ready format.
- Explored the quality issues and interested patterns of the dataset, and visualized the relationships between variables by R.
- Compared models built by four different methods and selected one by the performance.
- Designed and implement a five steps model enhancing process to improve the accuracy of random forest model.
5.3 Contributions to Bike Share Program

Based on the experiment of the project, the following findings that can be considered as contributions to bike share program both in data mining domain and realistic domain:

- Compared with related research in the field of forecast bike rental demand, this project not only focus on model building and evaluation process, but also followed the whole KDD process which including data selection and collection, ETL(extract, transform and load) process, and data pre-processing. Big data is handled during ETL process, and scalable methods and tools such as Hadoop, Impala, Java, MySQL are used for data collection, extraction, reduction and combination have been demonstrated.

- Visualize the interesting pattern of dataset during data exploration and model explanation process.

- Tested five methods to enhance the random forest model, compared the validation performance by 70/30 method and 10-fold CV and explored the reason.

- Decrease random forest model’s RMSLE from 0.449 to 0.265.

- Dramatic increasing number of Citi Bike users in 2015, which not only need expand the docking station and improve the number of bikes, but also more effectively management especially on rebalancing bikes across bike docking stations.

- More than 70% users are male, there are strong signs that long term users (annual membership) show “working” features, and their behaviour are less affected by weather and temperature. While short term users (one day and 7 days membership) are casual users who prefer to rent bikes when they feel “comfortable”, which means their behaviours are more affected by time, weather and temperature.

- The final random forest model can not only predict the whole users’ demand of Citi bike in a certain time under certain weather, but also each docking station’s bike rental demand, just replace the station’s historical data to the total historical data.
5.4 Experimentation, Evaluation & Limitations

This project followed the whole KDD process, collected data (CSV format and Json format) from three different databases and integrated it to a model ready format, then built random forest model and enhanced it. There are some experiments from the whole process of this project:

- In-depth research on similar case studies were undertaken. This project summarized modelling algorithms, evaluation algorithms, model performance and conclusions from 7 similar cases.

- Random forest is a good ensemble algorithm which combines both decision tree and bagging. Whilst it takes more times running in R (especially using 10-fold CV), it is more accurate and less over-fitting.

- Adding more independent variables based on the data’s feature (see chapter 3.3, 4.5 and 4.8) helps increase model’s performance but needs to be aware of correlation problem.

- Log transforming of dependant variables helps to reduce the noisy caused by outliers.

- Always use K-fold cross validation when doing model selection.

- No predictive model is perfect, there will be always have better one.

The aim of this project is to forecast bike rental demand of the Citi Bike in New York. However, there are too many factors will affect bike users’ behavior, for example, an event of bicycle racing or marathon, a short term government policy related to traffic, a tornado or typhoon. Actually, it is impossible to consider all the factors in one research, this project focus on the bike share program’s rebalancing issue, seek to build a model to predict the number of rental demand in a future certain time based on weather, temperature, weekend and holiday.

Because the Citi Bike program was launched in mid-2013, the data of this project collected is from January 2014 to June 2015, therefore there is a time limit of the use of predictive model, which should be updated by using latest historical Citi Bike data every two or three months.
Bike rebalancing is a sub-topic within bike share research (Fishman, 2015), there are multiple methods to do this research such as “examine the impact of topography on station activity”, “examine the factors associated with higher and lower levels of docking station activity”, this research is more related to topic of “identified a relationship between weather and users’ activity” (Fishman, 2015). This project did not using clustering analysis because it is not focus on geographical position but focus on prediction of rental demand in a certain time, in other words, this project is focus on “when”, not “where”. However, if replace a certain docking station’s data to the total Citi bike historical data, the random forest model built in this project can predict each docking station’s rental demand, therefore can handle “where” problem.

5.5 Future Work & Research

There are many additional area of research worthy to do in the future:

The first area is to explore the rental activity of each docking station. This research already provide a final random forest model, which is the first stage to solve bike rebalance problem. The second stage is to replace the target docking station historical data to the whole Citi bike historical data, the model can predict users’ rental demand for each docking station. Another method is use cluster analysis to group all the docking station to several clusters by their activity, and predict each group’s bike rental demand.

The second area is to add more independence variables in this model by other factors which will affect users’ rental behavior. Users’ rental demand will affect by many factors, for example pollution, government policy. Especially when exploring the activity by each docking station, there are more factors, such as geographic location, company or shopping center nearby.

The third area is to try other enhancing techniques to improve the model’s performance. No predictive model is perfect, there is always better one. Beside this, the model should be updated using new historical Citi Bike data every two or three months, and based on new features of users’ activity, update the model.
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